
Kids Summer Reading Suggestions 

1. Words Without Music: A Memoir DB081651 
• From his early years at Juilliard in the 1950s and composition training in Paris in the 1960s, Glass moves 

through his search for a guru in India and his later operatic compositions. Personal stories mix with his 

constant drive to create music that spurs an emotional response in listeners. 

2. Careers for Music Lovers and other Tuneful Types DB050277 

• Describes nineteen careers in the music field, with qualifications and duties for each job. Includes 

promotion, publicity, marketing, distribution, publishing, songwriting, and more. Profiles singers Mariah 

Carey, Gloria Estefan, Donna Summer, and Ace of Base. For junior and senior high and older readers. 

3. The Great Jazz Artists DB012485 

• Surveys the lives and music of musicians who have made jazz the influential and enduring musical form of 

this century. Includes such artists as Scott Joplin, Leadbelly, Billy Holiday, Charlie Parker, and John Coltrane. 

4. We Rock! A Fun Family Guide for Exploring Rock Music History: Music Lab DB082889 

• Family listening guide to the evolution of rock music and subgenres, featuring artists such as Elvis Presley, 

the Supremes, Led Zeppelin, Queen, Blondie, and more. Provides historical background for each artist and 

group, and includes playlists, labs, and music-centered destinations for vacation ideas. 

5. World Music: A Very Short Introduction DB086892 

• Ethnomusicologist surveys world music in its full historical and modern diversity, ranging from folk and 

traditional music to Bartok. Sees both liberating prospect and denaturing peril in the phenomenon of 

globalization. Amid analytic passages, particular repertoires and musicians are examined--including Bob 

Marley and Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan. Also, honors collectors and scholars. 

6. The Rolling Stone Book of Women in Rock: Trouble Girls DB046361 

• Fifty-six essays profiling hundreds of female blues, jazz, gospel, country, and rock singers. Describes each 

music movement and includes discographies and a bibliography. 

7. Love for Sale: Pop Music in America DB087064 

• A music critic and professor chronicles popular music in America, from the sheet music sold in the late 

1800s, through the dawn of radio and music recording, to the music downloads of the modern day. More 

than just entertainment, he argues, pop music is a tool for social change. 

8. What to Listen for in Music DB033377 

• An American composer describes step by step how the layperson can become an active listener to music. 

Without downplaying the emotional appeal of music, he stresses the enhanced enjoyment that comes from 

understanding the organization of sounds. He describes the creative process, discusses the basic elements of 

music, explains musical forms, considers the role of the performer, and offers practical advice to the 

listener. 

9. One Nation under a Groove: Rap Music and Its Roots DB052607 

• Examines the origins and evolution of rap music, its African roots, and its continuing popularity throughout 

the world. Examines the "gangsta" image in hip-hop culture and the controversy surrounding some of its 

major artists, including female and white musicians. 

10. Rebel Music: Race, Empire, and the New Muslim Youth Culture DB078809 

• Political scientist examines the integration of music with political activism amongst Muslims. Focuses on hip-

hop, jazz, and reggae in addition to regional genres. Profiles activists and musicians from the 1800s through 

the early twenty-first century. 
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